



































































































































Recap and motivation week 7

from exact single shot to
6May Eo

asymptotic state conversion

For pure bipartite States Nielsen's theorem

gives us a clear convertibility criterion

147dB maps trBffekeBttrExxxi
For instance I 100 t F In Iko
However 165 cannot be exactly converted to

1K cos x Iko sin x 122

for any Osx 511 even where a almost vanishes
convinceyourseffthatthisiscoroect.TT

This along with the fact that majorisation
leaves many States incomparable and that we

have as of yet nothing to say a'bout mixed street

motivates us to move beyond exact single
shot state conversion to the asymptotic
regime already encountered in the QR
of non uniformity
This lecture will cover
E asymptotic entanglement conversion
I resource quantification monotones measures
E entanglement monotones

A single shot task operates on a single copy
of a state 9 as opposed to operating on SQN






































































































































I Asymptotic entanglement conversion
In this section we consider only bipartite states
Going beyond single copies we
now look at state transformations
such as gorn TOM In particular
we will be interested in the optimal
rate F Me

At the same time we relax the

requirement for transformations to be
exact When implementing seen ram we

instead allow 50th arm where rn is an M partite
State and require that for now and fixed r

DG m Tm 0 0

The knit a so is the reason why such
transformations are called asymptotic
For bipartite States we have a unique
notion of maximally entangled states Hogs
We thus consider the following two
asymptotic transformations
distillation San Gii M C Iotaxtatlam
formation lotion prom

ThisnotationforMax entangledStates is standard Don't let it confuseyou Hetoff ltffhf.mg
The trace distance D Csg was introduced
in lecture 3 Remind yourself of its
definition and properties






































































































































Def maximally entangled States
For a bi partite Hilbert space F Tea Yeps

with dim that dim CHB D the following
state is maximally entangled

Itd FE Kow basis states for Tea and KB
Equally all States VA VB Hota with VAOUB local

unitary operations are also maximally entangled

seeproblemsetsforthereasonsbehindthisteominologi
three comments on asymptotic transformations
While COC is based on realistic operational constraints
the class of asymptotic transformations of many copies
is motivated by practical considerationsto a lesser extent Much like in classical
information theory it gives rise to a much
more useful mathematical structure
for resource quantification and
accordingly of state space We will see
this on the following pages

itg

Some Known classical state description
We introduced the many copy limit and
relaxation of exact transformation togetherIt is also possible to only use one of these
a exact many copy transformations i.e not
just asymptotically vanishing errors or

ii approximate transformations of single copiesBoth of these approaches exist but they 0
are less prevalent in entanglement theory and we 0
will not cover them in this lecture o






































































































































We now explore entanglement distillation
and state formation more formally
In the following definitions we consider
States Item EKE EY with r ma

Def distillable entanglement CEDD
The dis tillable entanglement is the

maximal conversion rate r a for goin lot
m

n z

which is approximately achievable under cocci

EDB surf highliffococcDfusantility OT

Def entanglement cost CEI
The entanglement cost is the

minimal conversion rate r ma for totem span
which is approximately achievable under cocci

Ect inff higgling DEA ruin D oJ

ED tells us how much entanglement can be
asymptotically distilled from a state g while
Ec quantifies how much entanglement
we asymptotically need to create a Skete
or from maximally entangled States
We will return to both quantities after
a general discussion of resource quantifiers






































































































































I Resource monotones measures

In order to introduce quantifiers
for how much resource a state
contains we consider non negative
functions f S SIRI where S is the

space of States We define the

following properties

Monotonicity M

f r E f s freqses
Discriminance D

C y o yet

Weak discriminance WD

f y _O Hy EF

Out of these monotonicity is the most
central property Note that it only depend
On 0 and not on F We define

Def resource monotone
A function F S SIRE is a resource monotone for

a QRT A QF iff it obeys monotonicity W.tt O






































































































































Monotonicity implies a weaker property
invariance under reversible free operation

For instance this the case for any
entanglement monotone and local

unitary operations
For any TP QRT we have fff fly c

for all to y EF and for all monotones f
where c is independent of lo and y
For TP QRTs we can thus easily turn

any monotone fG into C g CCg c so

that it obeys weak discriminance

A function that obeys D is called faithful
Note the dependence of D and WD on F
but not on 0

Putting M and WD together we can now

quantify how much resource a given
state provides

Def resource measure
For a Q RT R fR F any resource monotone whic
s weakly discriminant wit F is a

resource measure

Why does this hold
W






































































































































We often encounter resource theories
where either O or F are sub or super
Sets of free operations on free States
of a related QRT ACC product States
are separable all noisy operations are
unital etc This leads to two types
of monotone inheritance
For fixed F and Oc O all monotones
under O are Ctoivially also monotonic
under 0 but not vice versa

Similarly for fixed 0 and FCF any function
with discriminance for F is also
discriminant forF but not vice versa

analogously for weak discrdminancel

In addition to the basic properties
Ml D and WD there are some
desiderata for resource quantifying functions
We now have a look at the most relevant ones

Computability oooBotholimpaundafcedontcooth

There exists an efficient method
of computing f g for all SES

This property is as desirable as it is
generally hard to ascertain
Convexity

C pg Ci p a Epf g tap fCr
KS TES c OE PE l






































































































































Additivity
f Cg g f g t f CT Vg r ES

weaker variants
sub additivity FCS r Ef EG
superadditivity C gas Zf tf Cr
extensivity Elgon nfCg

Often a non extensive monotone C can be turned
into an extensive one fbby a process caked

resulaniffts in.es tiene t.hn EnsiteneofgIegnwTitnot trivial
00

Asymptotic continuity
A function E is asymptotically continuous if
for any two States gn.tn EB Ten with dredimfsen

fkn CCrall E KDfsn.tn logdn gCDCSn rnD
where tim glx o and K constant

X 70

Continuity of a montone would require
the monotone to approach the same value for
two skates as they become less distinguishable
Think of the States 7 12 7 1 from the beginning
of the Lecture we already know

Duo n o m E i EEConfirm






































































































































Asymptotic continuity slightly oecates this
requirement In particular in the definition
consider States Sim and TOM Then log dn m load

We have
Iim D Sam r m so 1 If team f Cram l so
on A mlogd

Morale
Resource measures allow us to precisely
quantify the amount of resource provided

by a given state and for a given QRT

Generally different monotones do not

result in a unique ordering of State Space
Rather for two monotones f and g we

may have C g ECD but g g Cgt
We should also note that we do not

expect to find monotones that fulfill
all of the desired properties we have
listed
For these two reasons the challenge
lies in using the night monotone
in the night context

We now briefly return to the ORT
of bipartite entanglement






































































































































HI Entanglement monotones
For the QRT of entanglement we may
add another desired property to our list

Normalisation
CCHI Xt log d

Generally in RTs with a notion of

maximally resourceful States normalisation
sets their value to be the currency unit

Maximally entangled qubits are sometimes

called e bits to reflect this

When he introduced and ED You may
have wondered if asymptotic LOC conversion

reversible in the sequence
San HIM 350M does my 51

This is generally not the case
Instead we have the following theorem

Theorem Cextremal monotones
for any entanglement monotone E which is
Ci normalised Cii asymptotically continuous and
Ciii
extensive Ecg a Ecce FS






































































































































Proof fo qubits for simplicity W lOg
Eog bound we start from the definition of ED
whenever distillation is possible rather than

taking the limit n so a conversion goin totem
rate rimhas a map rn which achieves the n n

where Mn is the largest possible forn rn is not necessarily
the same as Eped and we may incur anemorenzlEDCs 41
Conversely for any error E there is some

NS.t.VnzN some optimal map Rn achieves
D son tatamis o and IEDCsl rake
From asymptotic continuity we further have
E Rn San E loin

0 for n is
2 Mh En

so for any E 0 if we make n or rather N

large enough we can write

IEEE E fee
rn can beNow M arbitrarily

Ecg EC5 zE EDzElEEm t d
n a

E ZEDCH E EexInsivity mtonotonicity
I

Ec bound analogously

Note that among the properties listed in the

theorem normalisation and extensivity are






































































































































he
comparatively weak the latter because we can
often replace f with its regularised version fo
f fo exists Asymptotic continuity in some sense
is the strongest requirement for the theorem

To finish this part of the course on entanglemen
we return to where we started bipartite pure States

Def entropy of entanglement EOE

Foo bipartite pure States the EOE

is the von Neumann entropy 5 of the
reduced States

EOE theaB1i S trBK4X7D
This a particularly important entanglement
measure often referred to as the unique
entanglement measure too bipartite pure
States due to the following theorem

Theorem Uniqueness of EOE for bipartite pure dates
C a bipartite entanglement measure E is a normalised
Iii asymptotically continuous and Ciii extensive then

Ecg Eo ECS f s 14 41
i.e pure

One way of proving this is to show
that for pure States ED EOE Ef The
conditions from the extremal monotones
measure are then just inherited


